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End-to-end delivery option now offered
by Peters & May through  working
partnership with Reliance Yacht
Management

Southampton, UK, 2nd March 2021 – At a time when international travel and
transport logistics are more complicated than ever, global marine
transportation specialist Peters & May is making life simpler for customers by
expanding its services to include a full end-to-end delivery option for clients.
By partnering with long-established yacht delivery provider, Reliance Yacht



Management, Peters & May is now able to take the hassle out of boat
relocations by offering to professionally transport vessels from berth to berth
across the globe.

By joining forces with Reliance Yacht Management, Peters & May is
expanding its remit of services and enlarging its international network as it
continues to improve its range of bespoke global transport solutions to
remain at the forefront of the industry. Established in 1980, Reliance Yacht
Management is acknowledged to be a leading provider of crewed yacht
deliveries.

Commenting on the new appointment, Peters & May CEO Simon Judson said:
“Having worked with Reliance Yacht Management in the past and
experienced its first-class service and can-do attitude, which is wholly in
keeping with the Peters & May philosophy, we know what a great benefit this
agreement and expanded international network will bring to our clients.

“With travelling proving particularly difficult to plan at present, and some
yacht owners unable to reach their boats, this working partnership will
enable Peters & May to provide full support and a comprehensive end-to-end
solution for our clients. Peters & May can now arrange for yachts to be picked
up by a professional skipper and transported to join one of our shipments or
sailed directly to almost any location in the world.”

Through the appointment of Reliance Yacht Management as an approved
service provider, Peters & May customers will now benefit from the
management skills, experience and network of resources provided by both
companies. Customers will no longer be limited to shipping routes and
professional skippers will be available able to collect and deliver boats to
and from almost any port.

Peters & May clients will also have the option of additional services from
Reliance Yacht Management, including professional handovers and sea trials,
safety equipment checks and new owner orientation assistance. Operating
worldwide, Reliance Yacht Management is based in the UK with
representatives in France and the US.
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For further information, please contact:

Kristina Webster

Peters & May

kristina.webster@petersandmay.com

www.petersandmay.com

Karen Bartlett

Saltwater Stone

k.bartlett@saltwater-stone.com

Peters & May has over forty years' experience delivering world-class
international logistics services. It specialises in the global shipping of commercial
and private vessels, as well as offering transport solutions for a wide range of
cargo by air, land, and sea. https://www.petersandmay.com/en/
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